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REHEARSAL GUIDE
by Dennis Allen



“EMMANUEL MEDLEY (OPENER)”
Energy, energy, energy! To open and close this musical, we use these  
familiar carols. But don’t let familiarity keep you from adding the  
vocal energy needed to encourage the congregation to join you in  
enthusiastic singing.  

Practice changing the tempo and overall “feel” as you transition to  
“What Child Is This.” The phrases are long, so take deep breaths  
to support throughout. 

“WONDERFUL COUNSELOR”
Lots of  “expression” in your singing will make this arrangement fun.   
The jazzy chords need careful tuning, so practicing your vocals  
a cappella will let you hear them clearly. Listen to the demo for  
the suggested way to sing meas. 44-47. Exaggerate the dynamics 
and syncopated rhythms to make this song come alive.

“MY SOUL MAGNIFIES THE LORD”
The solo leads the way in this arrangement, so the choir needs to keep  
its volume in check and function more like background vocals.  The first  
half of the piece is rather subdued, and the bridge (meas. 46) begins with  
a hushed sound. It should grow towards the final chorus. Practice your  
tuning at the entrance to the second half of the bridge (meas. 55).

“ANGELS WE HAVE HEARD ON HIGH”
This is a familiar but exciting Christmas hymn.  The “Gloria” chorus  
section is arranged three different ways, so work carefully on each  
version.  The versions are not difficult, but each will take good tuning,  
so a cappella singing is again suggested as you rehearse.  The accompaniment 
can cover up mistakes, so take time to expose and correct them.
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“REJOICE WITH EXCEEDING GREAT JOY”
The Gaither Homecoming video series has a wonderful version of this  
song, and this choral arrangement needs to have a stylized presentation.  
No boring singing allowed!  Work at holding the chorus passages in 
meas. 27-29 and similar spots, growing as you finish the phrase.  There are  
a lot of places where you need good breaths to keep long phrases energized.  
Altos, tune that final major chord by singing your G# nice and “high.”

“GOD IS WITH US 
This song has a conversational nature, so the contemporary rhythms  
need to be sung in a laid-back, natural way.  The beautiful chorus has  
tender chords, which need rehearsal and tuning.  The basses are  
the key to keeping the chord in tune. 

“HE IS HERE”
Adding a soft, Southern gospel attitude will fit the style of this beautiful  
song. Sensitive attention to the lyrics, such as “He is here, you can touch  
Him.  You will never be the same,” will help communicate the powerful  
message to your congregation. Extra emotion and volume is needed  
as you sing meas. 49-56, headed to the final chorus.  Tender volume  
adjustment and attention to pitch will help the wonderful ending.

“EMMANUEL MEDLEY (FINALE)”
Refer to the Rehearsal Guide notes for “Emmanuel Medley (Opener).”
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